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MERCURA INDUSTRIES

CUSTOM MADE CARTS



MERCURA INDUSTRIES

30% of Mercura production is dedicated to customize projects.

We incorporate your need and our experience to deliver  unsurpassed quality and 

durability.

Discover some of our latest projects:



Need: 

more efficiency in the recycling
process without compromising

the esthaetics

Solution:  

5 plastic bag holders for efficient 
recycling. Doors and lid to hide

garbage



Need: 

more efficiency in the recycling
process and organisation of 

equipment without
compromising the esthaetics

Solution:  

Cart completely closed, 5 drawers
for amenities and one big drawer

to hold 2 bins



Need: 

Creation of new procedures to avoid
contaminations

Solution:  

2 separate carts completely closed. 
one for dirty linen/garbage/cleaning

equipment

One for clean linen and amenities



Need: 

Hide everything inside the main cart
+ Transport dirty linen cart on top of 

the main housekeeping cart when
it’s empty

Solution:  

Hook behind to transport folding
linen cart



Need: 

maximize performances in the 
cleaning process and avoid 

expensive loss of time

Solution:  

3 carts: The work flow is studied 
to be able to use the carts 

individually or coupled thanks to 
the hooking systems



✓ housekeepers can easily maneuver their 
supplies out of hallways and into guest rooms 

without comprising efficiency

✓ Just the right size to have all supplies and 
amenities within arm’s reach of the area being 

cleaned (no wasting time trekking back and 
forth)

✓ Made of aluminum: greatly reducing the overall 
weight of the housekeeping cart + solid and 

easy to sanitize

✓ Lowering workers comp claims is an ROI that 
pays dividends far into the future

✓ reduce worker fatigue and worker’s 
compensation claims

IN-ROOM HOUSEKEEPING CARTS



GOAL: 

The hotel needed new processes to 
maintain the highest cleaning standards 

in face of the pandemic.

SOLUTION:

3 trolley system. All 3 carts connect via  
hooks and can be connected and 
pushed together when needed.

CART N° 3 

transport of cleaning equipment and 
“infected” room items. Once the 

guest checks out, the housekeeper 
puts inside the basket all “infected” 
items that cannot be thrown away 

such as menus, brochures, and 
hairdryers. The basket with the 
“infected” content will be then 

removed and replaced with a basket 
with sanitized items.

CART N° 2 

Transport of clean linen and 

amenities

CART N° 1 

transport of dirty linen 
and garbage: 

completely closed to 
avoid contaminations



New color: Black anodized aluminum (not painted)



Need: 

Create a cart where the local artist
could paint on it

Solution:  

Luggage cart with wood panels – the 
cart can be tagged and customized by 

the designer/artist or by the guests

It can be repainted to change look 
according to the occasion



REQUEST A CUSTOM PRODUCT CONSULTATION
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